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Are Libraries ‘Vanity Projects’?
Former Fox News host Greta Van Susteren on Monday provoked the 
ire of academic librarians after she suggested their institutions are 
“vanity projects” and that the services they provide -- from 
acquiring scholarly journals and serving as a starting point for 
research to preserving materials and training faculty members and 
students -- “are on our smartphones.”
November 1, 2016 
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• What do we mean by the Library’s story? 
• What is the academic institution’s story?
• What are the challenges and opportunities?
• How do we connect the stories? How do we 
strategise to do so for now and for sustainability?
• Are we reconfiguring our services Library around 
these stories?
• How agile are we? 
• What is the context? The ecosystem?
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SMU Libraries
• Li Ka Shing Library
– Library opens in 2005 (2,500 students)
– 8,800 sqm, 1,800+ seats
– 41 staff – 25 professional librarians
– 400,000 books (330,000 e-books); 80,000 e-journals
– Almost 2 million visitors in 2016
– Renovations to learning spaces (20% of the space) 
completed in 2014
• Kwa Geok Choo  Law Library
– Scheduled to open in 2017
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How does the Library add value?
Innovation and Operational Excellence
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Changing roles of libraries & librarians
T & L Research Space
Demonstrating Value, Evidence-based decision making
Collaboration, Engagement, User-driven services
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Student Experience 
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Learning Spaces @ SMU Libraries
Flexible use of space
Reflective Corner
Hive
Learning Commons
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Input, data and evidence channels
SMUSA 
Surveys
• User perception & satisfaction
LibQual • User perception & satisfaction
Focus 
Groups
• Student Feedback
Suggestion 
Board
• Student feedback & engagement
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50.4% study alone 28.1 % study in groups
45.4% do projects 
alone
36.7% do projects in 
groups
% who very frequently/ frequently…..
48.7 % charge devices
32.8% rest
27.7 % use library 
resources
21.5% socialize
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visits last 2 hours and more
Actual recorded behavior
Average Occupancy rate at 
Midnight
Visit the library at least once a month
Available PC hours utilized
Borrow at least one book monthly
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SMU-X
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Class Projects
Managing Process 
Improvement
Design Thinking and 
Innovation
Computer as an Analysis 
Tool
“… intelligent collaborations between librarians 
and students is a partnership that enhances 
both the library and the students” – Logan 
(2012)
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Design Thinking and Innovation
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Student outcomes?
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